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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The system, that is focused on the transportation of people or goods is called a transportation system. 
Any transportation system consists of many different components which interact between each other. 
These elements are: fleet, infrastructure, organizational rules, information flow and human resources.  
In the majority of the EU countries 70%.÷ 80% of goods is transported by road transportation (CSO 
2000). The Polish road transportation market is characterised by a dynamic growth and development 
and a large number of competitors. High competition forces the operators of the systems to put  
a substantial effort on quality of their transportation services.  
There are many definitions of quality. The most common one states that quality is the set of features 
and characteristics of the object or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs 
(ISO 1986). In fact, customers’ perception of quality is usually characterized by subjective 
expectations and, generally, it leads to a conclusion that quality means different things to different 
customers. For this reason the quality evaluation is not a trivial problem.  
The idea of quality evaluation of the transportation system, presented by the authors, is based on the 
quality definition suggested by ISO. The quality evaluation of a transportation system is performed 
by the analytics (authors of the paper) for the operator, i.e. a decision maker (Roy 1985) of the 
system. This evaluation is based on the knowledge constituted by the customers’ opinions about the 
performances of different transportation systems. In the quality evaluation process attributes and 
criteria (Greco et al. 2001b), both qualitative and quantitative are employed.  
The project is composed of the following five steps: 
1. Recognition of customer’s opinions (interviews and questionnaire) on the performances of 
different categories of transportation systems (i.e. analysis of different measures, features and 
parameters characterising the quality of transportation systems). 
2. Extracting the most significant characteristics for the quality evaluation of the transportation 
systems with the application of the rough sets theory. 
3. Generation of the set of decision rules constituting the general knowledge on quality of 
transportation systems, by means of the rule generation algorithm. 
4. Diagnosis of a selected transportation system using the characteristics generated in step 2.  
5. Assignment of a selected transportation system to one of the pre-defined classes of quality, 
using the set of decision rules generated in step 3. 
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2 THE ROUGH SETS THEORY 

2.1 The background and the new trends in the rough sets theory 
The rough sets theory proposed by Pawlak (1982, 1991) is a mathematical tool for the analysis of 
imprecise and vague description of objects (actions). The data analysed by a classical rough sets 
(CRS) theory concern a set U of objects (actions) described by a set Q of attributes (symptoms). 
Attributes should be discrete or should be interpreted in qualitative terms. In CRS all the objects 
characterised by the same information are indiscernible. The indiscernibility of objects, in general, 
prevents from their precise assignment to one of the certain set (class). In this case, the only sets which 
can be characterised precisely, in terms of indiscernibility, are lower and upper approximations of the 
given set. 
Due to the fact that CRS theory utilises attributes (characteristics with non-ordered domains) only, it 
cannot distinguish which objects are preferred to or dominating others. This disadvantage is eliminated 
by introduction of criteria (characteristics with ordered domains) instead of attributes and by replacing 
the indiscernibility relation IP by the dominance relation DP. This idea is called the dominance-based 
rough sets (DRS) approach (Greco et al. 2001a). The extension of this concept (Greco et al. 1998) 
introduces both indiscernible IP and outranking SP relations. It takes into account both attributes and 
criteria and focuses on sorting the set of objects into pre-defined classes. This aggregated (ARS) 
approach is applied in the paper.  
Formally, the available information analysed in the rough sets theory (Pawlak 1991; Greco et al.1998) 
is the 4-tuple K.=.〈U,.Q,.V,.f.〉, where U is the finite set of objects, called universe, Q.=.{q1, q2,…, qm} 

is a finite set of characteristics, Vq is the domain of a characteristic q, V=Uq∈QVq and f.:.U×Q→V is an 
information function such that f(x,.q)∈Vq for each q∈Q, x∈U. K can be considered as a decision table 
assuming that Q=C∪D and C∩D=∅, where C and D contain the condition and decision 
characteristics, respectively. In ARS the characteristics C are composed of both criteria C> and 
attributes C=, while characteristic D corresponds to the ordered classes of objects.  
According to Greco et al. (1998) the binary relation RP, being a partial preorder on U, can be defined 
for each subset of characteristics P⊆C as: ∀x,y∈U, xRPy if xSqy for each q∈P> (i.e. x outranks y with 
respect to all the criteria in P) and xIqy for each q∈P= (i.e. x is indiscernible with y with respect to all 
the attributes in P). Taking into account a set of classes Cl of U, such that Cl.=.{Clt, t∈T}, T 
=.{1,…,n}, representing the comprehensive evaluations of the objects in U, it is assumed that ∀r,s∈T 
when r>s, the elements of Clr are preferred to the elements of Cls. Thus, if S is the comprehensive 
outranking relation on U, i.e. if ∀x,y∈U  xSy one concludes: [x∈Clr, y∈Cls, r>s] then [xSy and not 
ySx].  

2.2 Approximations of union of classes and reduction of characteristics 
The idea of single classes that exists in the CRS is replaced in ARS by the upward union and the 
downward union of classes which are defined as: U ts St ClCl

≥
≥ = and ,U ts St ClCl

≤
≤ =  respectively 

(Greco et al. 1998). ARS distinguishes all the objects y which outrank x with respect to P> and are 
indiscernible with x with respect to P=, i.e. { }.: xyRUyxR PP ∈=+ )(  Similarly, all the objects y which 
are outranked by x with respect to P> and are indiscernible with x with respect to P= are denoted by 
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{ }.: yxRUyxR PP ∈=− )(  Therefore, based on this consideration the set of all the objects that belong 

without any ambiguity to upward union of classes Clt≥ constitutes lower approximation PClt≥, while the 
set of all the objects that could belong to upward union of classes constitutes upper 
approximation ≥

tClP of the union, denoted by:  

{ }≥+≥ ⊆∈= tPt ClxRUxClP )(:  and { }∅≠∩∈= ≥−≥
tPt ClxRUxClP )(: . (1) 

The definition of lower and upper approximations of downward union of classes ≤
tCl  is defined as:  

{ }≤−≤ ⊆∈= tPt ClxRUxClP )(:  and { }∅≠∩∈= ≤+≤
tPt ClxRUxClP )(: . (2) 

In ARS, similarly to CRS, all the objects belonging to union of classes with some ambiguity constitute 
a P-boundary BnP, defined as a difference between upper and lower approximations. The numerical 
representation of imprecision of available information determined by P⊆C is expressed by two 
measures: accuracy of approximation (a local measure) and quality of sorting (a global measure). The 
accuracy of approximation, denoted by αP(Clt≥) for downward union and αP(Clt≤) for upward union, is 
expressed as a ratio of cardinality of lower and upper approximations of union of classes. The quality of 
sorting γP(Cl) is defined as the ratio of the number of P-correctly sorted objects to the number of objects 
in K.  
Each subset P⊆C such that γP(Cl).=.γC(Cl) is called a reduct REDCl(P) and constitutes the minimal 
number of characteristics from C that maintain the quality of sorting unchanged. The nonempty 
intersection of all reducts is called a core, denoted by CORECl(P) (Pawlak 1991). 

2.3 Decision rules 
Using the concept of the rough sets one can extract a generalised description of objects contained  
in the K by certain decision rules. These rules are logical statements in the form “if C, then D”, 
where C is the condition part and D is the decision part of each rule. The set of the decision rules 
generated from rough approximations can be composed of exact and approximate rules. The set of 
the decision rules constitutes an overall knowledge about the universe that can be utilised to sort 
the new objects. More about generation of decision rules can be found in (Greco et al. 2001b). 
 

3 ROUGH SETS APPLIED TO THE QUALITY EVALUATION OF THE 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

3.1 Customers’ opinions on performances and the most significant characteristics of 
transportation systems 

The questionnaire has been designed to recognise the customer’s opinions on performances of 
different categories of transportation systems. In the questionnaire a set of 6 characteristics (see Table 
1) that evaluate the quality of a transportation system is proposed. It is focused on the analysis of the 
customers’ opinions on performances and quality of transportation systems. Each customer 
(respondent) has been asked about the expected values of the 6 below mentioned characteristics for  
3 different classes of transportation systems, i.e. low, average and high quality systems. 
All the customers’ opinions on performances of different categories of transportation systems 
constitute the universe in this approach. The opinions on performances are expressed by 6 condition 
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characteristics C ={q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6} while the overall evaluation of the quality is expressed by 
the decision characteristic D ={q7} (see Table 2). 

Table 1. The set of characteristics applied to the quality evaluation of a transportation system 

Characteristic Type Characteristic Type 
q1- 
 
q2 - 
 
 
q3 - 
 

Delivery time, (hours) expressed as a 
time required to fulfil an order 
Reliability of deliveries, expressed as 
an average percentage of deliveries 
with any kind of errors 
Available communication means, 
including 24-hour info-line (24h), 
www page (w), e-mail (e), EDI (E), 
telephone (p), fax (f) 

C>/min 
 
C>/min 
 
 
C= 

q4 -
 
 
 
q5 -
 
q6 -

Fleet appearance, including cleanliness of 
vehicle exterior (cve), cleanliness of vehicle 
interior (cvi), carrier’s logo (l), specific fleet 
décor (dec) 
System accessibility – the number of  
hubs (depots) in the territory of  Poland 
Type of a freight including, goods in bulk 
(gb), palletised goods (pg), goods in 
containers (gc), wholesale trade units (tu), 
hazardous goods* (hg), standard cargo (sc) 

C= 
 
 
 
C>/max
 
C= 

C= – attribute, C> – criterion, min –  minimised, max – maximised, * – defined by ADR convention 
Table 2. Decision table for the quality evaluation of a transportation system 

Condition characteristics Decision 
characteristic Objects 

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6  q7 

1 10 3 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 17 pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
2 16 7 w∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi 10 pg∧tu∧sc Average quality 
3 17 7,1 p∧f cve∧cvi 9 sc Low quality 
4 12 2 w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 13 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
5 20 5 w∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧dec 7 pg∧tu∧hg∧sc Average quality 
6 21 5,1 p∧f cve∧cvi 6 hg∧sc Low quality 
7 2 0,1 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 10 hg High quality 
8 3 5 e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 3 hg Average quality 
9 4 5,1 p cve∧cvi 2 hg Low quality 
10 5 2 24h∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi 3 gb∧sc High quality 
11 7 7 e∧p∧f cve∧cvi 2 gb∧sc Average quality 
12 8 7,1 p cve∧cvi 1 gb∧sc Low quality 
13 12 0,5 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 50 pg∧tu∧sc High quality 
14 24 2 e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l 20 pg∧tu∧sc Average quality 
15 25 2,1 e∧p∧f cve∧cvi 19 pg∧tu∧sc Low quality 
16 4 0,1 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 20 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
17 8 1 w∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 10 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧sc Average quality 
18 9 1,1 p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 9 pg∧tu∧sc Low quality 
19 4 2 24h∧w∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 10 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
20 8 5 w∧e∧p∧f cve∧cvi 6 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc Average quality 
21 9 5,1 p cve 5 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc Low quality 
22 4 1 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 16 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
23 8 5 e∧p cve∧cvi 8 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc Average quality 
24 9 5,1 p cve 7 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc Low quality 
25 6 0,5 24h∧w∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 16 gb∧pg∧gc∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
26 24 2 w∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 10 pg∧tu∧hg∧sc Average quality 
27 25 2,1 E∧p∧f cve∧cvi 9 pg∧tu∧sc Low quality 
28 8 0,2 24h∧e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 49 pg∧tu∧hg∧sc High quality 
29 16 1 e∧E∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 16 pg∧tu∧sc Average quality 
30 17 1,1 e∧p∧f cve∧cvi∧l∧dec 15 pg∧tu∧sc Low quality 
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All the computational experiments are carried out using 4eMka 2001 software (Greco et al. 2001a). 
Based on the decision table and using the idea of ARS, 4 unions of quality classes of the transportation 
systems are approximated. The unions of classes in this case are defined as transportation systems 
being: at most low quality Cl≤low, at most average quality Cl≤average, at least average quality Cl≥average, 
and at least high quality Cl≥high. The P-lower approximations, P-upper approximations and the P-
boundaries BnP for these unions of classes are as follows: ≤

lowClP = ≤
lowClP = {3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 

30}, ≤
averageClP = ≤

averageClP = {2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27, 29, 30}, 
≥
averageClP = ≥

averageClP = {1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29} and 
≥
highClP = ≥

highClP = {1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28}, respectively. Since BnP in every union of classes are 

the empty sets, the accuracies of approximations of every union are equal to 1, i.e. 
αP(Cl≤low)=αP(Cl≤average).=αP(Cl≥average) =αP(Cl≥high) = 1. This means that the quality of sorting γP(CL) is 
equal to 1, too. There is only one reduct which is also the core of characteristics: RED(Cl)(P) = CORE(Cl)(P) 
= {q1, q2, q3, q4, q5}. It means that all characteristics included in the core are indispensable to the quality 
evaluation of a transportation system.  
In the next step the information included in the decision table is expressed as decision rules. Using the 
All Rules on Examples Algorithm of 4eMka 2001 software, the set of 61 exact decision rules has been 
generated. These rules represent the general knowledge on quality of transportation systems and can 
be used to evaluate the quality of any transportation system. 

3.2 Quality evaluation of a selected transportation system 
The road freight transportation system is considered and its quality is evaluated. The system operates in 
Poland and its core business is the transportation of a standard cargo. The transportation services are 
carried out by 55 tractor-semitrailer units. The system evaluated by a set of characteristics representing 
the CORE(Cl)(P) is described as follows: q1 =18 ∧ q2 = 0,5 ∧ q3 ={w∧e∧p∧f} ∧ q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec} ∧ q5  

= 10.  
Comparing this description with the set of customers’ opinions included in Table 2 one concludes that 
there is no unique assignment of the system to the single quality class. Therefore, it is necessary to 
select the set of all decision rules that have practical meaning in the analysed case. The set is 
composed of 17 rules (see Table 3), including a subset of rules that totally match with the performance 
characteristics of a transportation system, called supporting rules (i.e. rules no. 13, 15, 24, 39, 45 and 
56, marked with the square) and the subset of rules that partially match with the performance 
characteristics of a transportation system, called excluding rules (other rules in Table 3).  
 
Finally, the transportation system is evaluated  as the system of the average quality. This decision is 
made as a trade-off between all supporting and excluding rules with respect to relative strength of 
each rule. This procedure will be described in details during the presentation. 
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 Table 3. The set of decision rules useful in quality evaluation of a transportation system 

Decision rule Supporting objects 

1). if q1 ≥7.1,  than  q7 ∈ Cl≤low (3, 12) 
2). if q1 ≥9 ∧ q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec}  ∧  q5 ≤9, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤low (18) 
10). if  q1 ≥9  ∧  q2 ≥5,1  ∧  q5 ≤7,  than  q7 ∈ Cl≤low (6, 21, 24) 
11). if  q1 ≥17  ∧  q3 ={e∧p∧f}  ∧ q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec}, than  q7 ∈Cl≤low  (30) 
12). if q1 ≥17  ∧  q3 ={e∧p∧f}  ∧  q5≤15, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤low (27, 30) 
13). if q1 ≥16,  than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (2, 3, 5, 6, 14, 15, 26, 27, 29, 30) 
15). if q3 ={w∧e∧p∧f}, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (2, 5, 17, 20, 26) 
19). if q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec}  ∧  q5 ≤3, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (8) 
21). if q1 ≥7  ∧  q4 ={cve∧cvi}, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (2, 3, 6, 11, 12, 15, 20, 23, 27) 
24). if q1 ≥8  ∧  q5 ≤10,  than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 27) 

25). if q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec}  ∧  q5 ≤9, than  q7 ∈ Cl≤average (8, 18) 

30). if q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec}  ∧  q5 ≥17, than  q7 ∈ Cl≥high (1, 13, 16, 28) 
37). if q2  ≤2  ∧  q4 ={cve∧cvi}, than  q7 ∈ Cl≥high (10) 
39). if q2  ≤0.5, than  q7 ∈ Cl≥high (7, 13, 16, 25, 28) 
45). if q3 ={w∧e∧p∧f}, than  q7 ∈ Cl≥average (2, 5, 17, 20, 26) 

56). if q2 ≤1, than  q7 ∈ Cl≥average (7, 13, 16, 17, 22, 25, 28, 29) 
57). if q4 ={cve∧cvi∧l∧dec} ∧  q5 ≥16, than q7 ∈ Cl≥average (1, 13, 16, 22, 25, 28, 29) 

  
 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The paper presents the concept of quality evaluation of the transportation system by means of the 
rough sets theory. In this approach the experts’ knowledge (i.e. customers’ experience) is taken 
into account to determine the set of decision rules that are useful in the quality evaluation of a 
transportation system. The computational experiment presented in the paper considers 3 quality 
classes of transportation systems. The authors of the paper realise, however, that in practical 
applications this number is not sufficient. That is why further research will be focused on the 
extension of a number of quality classes and the determination of a certain procedure leading to 
the improvement of the quality of a diagnosed transportation system. 
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